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Black Zen Brings Meditation and Wellness to Diverse Communities 

  

  

LOS ANGELES, CA, AUGUST 7, 2017 – BLACK ZEN debuts an online, no-cost editorial aptly 

named the Weekly Wellness to engage people of color in conversations about wellness, and 

encourage meditation in black and brown communities. Subscriptions are immediately available 

by signing up on the blackzen.co website. Editorials are released every Monday at 9am PST 

and are accompanied by the Black Zen Weekly Wellness podcast. 

  

The Black Zen Co-Founders, sisters Stacey and Jasmine Johnson, noticed the existing images 

and stories of wellness practices rarely featured people of color and that diverse communities 

seemed to be missing from the wellness conversation. They aim to change that armed with the 

belief that meditation creates compassionate people and that a consistent practice produces 

qualities that positively shape ourselves, our families and our communities.  

  

While their current focus is on incorporating wellness in communities that currently bear the 

brunt of social, economic and political injustice, they are quick to point out that “This movement 

is about all people finding more peace. In a society of increased social tensions that seek to 

divide, this is an effort to share the benefits of wellness – specifically meditation – to create a 

more thoughtful and just society. The quality of how we treat each other extends well beyond 

just one community.“ Black Zen is not just another self-help initiative, but a social movement 

dedicated to changing the course of human tolerance and interaction.  

For more information, visit www.blackzen.co or email info@blackzen.co. 

   

 

### 

 

About Black Zen 

  

Black Zen is a social enterprise designed to make meditation accessible, relatable and effective 

across a dynamic range of people. The organization has partnered with community 

organizations such as Green Tree Yoga & Meditation in the heart of Los Angeles and the LA 

County EMT Apprenticeship program in Carson, California to facilitate no-cost meditation 

sessions. In these sessions, they provide a welcoming, “real-talk” environment to introduce the 

fundamentals of meditation. Priority programs outside of events and training sessions include 

the curated online editorial Weekly Wellness, the accompanying Black Zen Weekly Wellness 

Podcast and the Black Zen Beginner’s Guide to Meditation. 
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